A study of stresses in alumina universal heads of femoral prostheses.
Three-dimensional, frozen-stress photoelasticity was used to study the best shape for a proposed alumina universal head loaded on to a Vitallium cone taper spigot with a 30 degrees inclined force, as in vivo. Typical cone taper friction values were reproduced in the photoelastic models. The location of the highest tensile stresses in the Mark I shape with a flat crown was found to be on the inner surface of the crown. Changing to a torispherical surface in the Mark II shape reduced this magnitude. However, the Mark III shape with a hemispherical inner crown surface gave even lower stress there, equal to the maximum value of the hoop stress at the taper, which was measured to be fairly uniform both around and along the taper except at the ends where contact pressure concentrations were found to occur and it became reduced. Lamé axisymmetric cylinder stress predictions were found to be useful approximations to measured values and were generally overestimates of the tensile hoop stress at the head taper surface.